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it is an excellent book on pen and ink that i have found to be very useful in my work. it is laid out in an easy to
understand and easy to follow manner. i like the fact that each skill level is dealt with in a skill level specific

manner. this book is not too advanced for beginners but is also not a simple beginner book. it is a good book to
have on a shelf for reference, but it is not a beginner book. this book is an excellent resource for someone who is
interested in learning more about this medium. it is laid out in an easy to understand and easy to follow manner.
i like the fact that it is laid out by skill levels. this book is not too advanced for beginners but is also not a simple

beginner book. it is a good book to have on a shelf for reference, but it is not a beginner book. this book is a good
resource for someone who wants to learn more about pen and ink painting. it is laid out in an easy to understand

and easy to follow manner. i like the fact that it is laid out by skill levels. this book is not too advanced for
beginners but is also not a simple beginner book. i'm really glad you found the post useful. hopefully it will be a
helpful resource for you and others. :) i'm not an expert on this topic and have only written a few posts on it, so

i'm not in a position to offer advice on what to do (as that would be a bit presumptuous). however, i do have
some thoughts on what to avoid: 1. aim for consistency is a key part of creating the look of your drawings. you

might find it helpful to do a bit of trial and error to get used to how your pen nib feels on the paper and then get
a bit of practice and feedback. it's also great to sketch out your sketches and then add final details after a while.
this helps to maintain your consistency and keeps your style from getting boring. 2. don't be afraid of mistakes!

it's part of the learning process to make mistakes and then look at them. but if you draw a mistake without trying
to correct it, it's a waste of time and effort. spend a bit of time trying to figure out what you did wrong before you

erase the mistake, and then spend some more time trying to make sure that you're not doing it again. you'll
quickly find that your drawing skills improve as you become better at recognizing what you're doing. hope that

helps! love, erika
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hi dan, i think i could have written your comment much more
succinctly! ;) i too think it is important to leave the mark

direction up to the viewers' discretion. as it just goes with any
type of artwork. for me i love a messy, but fun looking style, and

i tend to blur out the lines as i paint/draw, do my photo
retouches, etc. that just is how i work and how i'm comfortable
with it. for me a brushy look where i can see every line really

helps both for reference and as i'm learning. i think some
images will look much better with clear lines than

blurred/crushed lines. they just say it all. i hope you're having a
great rest of your week!! erika hi erikka, thanks so much for

your comment and for mentioning my blog. it is always
wonderful to hear from the artists out there. :) i really

appreciate your taking the time to comment. i agree with you
about cross-contouring marks - they are such a fun technique

and i'll have to try that out some time. i've always liked the look
of a brushy-style graphite drawing, and that's the style of

drawing i aim for with all of my work. have a great rest of the
week! -dan hi dan, this is indeed a very helpful and well written
post. i have been reading/watching mountains of material online

and in print about creating value with pen and ink but had
become very frustrated about not finding any discussions about
what to do with value differences created by colour (rather than

just highlights and shadows). this is an area of my own
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drawing/learning journey i have really been struggling with so i
am so glad to have found this post. i would love it if you were to

deal with the topic of value and color in more depth in future.
5ec8ef588b
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